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Thesis-Topics 2024 - Evolu�on of Behaviour 
(Bachelor, Master BEE)

Master thesis: 1. Kinema�c analysis of the prey wrapping behaviour in spiders
Supervisors: Maitry Jani; Dr. Jonas Wolff; Prof. Gabriele Uhl

Background: Many spiders immobilise their prey by silk wrapping. Such wrap a�acks differ in the speed, �me 

and type of silk used (e.g. dry vs. s�cky silks).

Ques�on: How does the speed, �me and movement of body, legs and spinnerets differ in wrap a�acks across 

different evolu�onary lineages of spiders? So far this is barely known to science - and you could change that!  

Start: any �me 2024

Tasks:  ·     filming wrap a�acks in different species of spiders using high-speed video

· describing the movements of body and limbs during the handling of silk

· (3D) video-tracking of landmarks and determina�on of silk drawing speeds

· measurement of a�ack dura�on and quan�fica�on of silk mass
Why should I take this topic? 

· work with diverse species and materials - get fascinated by biodiversity

· learn to use high speed video and digital video analysis techniques

· learn about varia�on and evolu�on of predatory strategies

· work in a young, interdisciplinary team

Bachelor or Master thesis: 2. Diversity of silk based locomo�on behaviours (abseiling, 
bridging, ballooning)
Supervisors: Maitry Jani; Dr. Jonas Wolff; Prof. Gabriele Uhl

Background: Spiders use silk to elegantly move through the three-dimensional space - 

including ver�cal drop-down on dragline (abseiling), the bridging of ver�cal gaps by 

‚shoo�ng‘ lines (like Spiderman) and even flying through the air using sails of silk fibres.

Ques�on: How did silk based locomo�on evolve across different lineages of spiders? 

How do these behaviours differ between different species? For example, which techniques

are applied by the spider to ini�ate and control the silk flow and descend?

So far this is barely known to science - and you could change that!  

Start: any �me 2024

Tasks:  ·     observa�on and documenta�on (with macro-photography and filming) of silk

 based locomo�on behaviours in different spider species 

· video-tracking analyses to determine silk drawing speeds and silk-based 

 decelera�on in abseiling and bridging behaviours
Why should I take this topic? 

· work with diverse species and materials - get fascinated by biodiversity

· improve digital photo/videography skills and learndigital video analysis 
 techniques

· learn about locomo�on, kinema�cs and biological materials

· work in a young, interdisciplinary team

Caught your interest? Please contact 
Dr. Jonas Wolff, AG „Evolu�onäre Biomechanik“, Raum 2.09, 2. OG

Soldmannstraße 14 (Lab- und Teaching-Building of the Zoological Ins�tute)

j.wolff@uni-greifswald.de | Tel.: 03834 420-4243

 

 
 

 


